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About Leokid
Leokid is a brand of accessories for strolls and travels with children.
We create outfit, which helps parents to meet the challenges of weather,
take care of babies and themselves and to spend time together with
maximum comfort.
Leokid is about happiness of being parents.
We are passionate about travel, we love nature and active lifestyle. We are
for doing all things together. And we are convinced, that the first years of
parenting is the unique time of discoveries.
Leokid stands for technology and design.
We appreciate attention to details and competent thoughtful approach
in everything. This is why we use only modern high-technology materials
in our production, and the unique printing of our accessories is created by
designers specially for Leokid.
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Rain Pants BLACK
Leokid Rain Pants are for active walks in
nasty weather. The baby clothes under the
accessory remain clean and dry, and the
outdoor playing will bring a lot of fun!
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Rain Pants GRAY
The pants fabric is elastic and doesn’t hinder
the baby’s movements. The seams are taped
and water-proof.
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Rain Pants PINK
Rain pants are made of water-resistant
fabric without padding. The accessory is
designed for babies of 1.5 to 6 years old. The
width of the pants is regulated with the side
snaps, providing comfortable fit.
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Sun Curtain FANCY
RAINBOW
Leokid Sun Curtain is to protect the baby
from the wind, bright light and sun. The
shape and the fabric of the curtain allow
free air circulation inside the stroller,
creating comfortable shadow for the baby
behind the curtain.
The UVA/UVB protection level is 99%.
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Sun Curtain SUMMER
CLOUD
Leokid Sun Curtain is made of hypoallergenic
100% cotton.
The diameter of the sun curtain ring is 4 cm.
It permits easy fixing of the curtain on most
strollers and infant car seats and provides
baby’s comfortable dream in the bright
sunshine.
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AUTUMN-WINTER
Organizers and Raincovers
for Stroller
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Raincover CUTE PARK
Leokid Raincover permits to discover the
world in nasty weather.
It protects the baby from rain, wind and
snow.
The big window of Leokid raincover is
convenient for mother to seat and to take
the baby from the stroller, and for the baby
- to observe the world around.
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Organizer for Stroller
CUTE PARK
Leokid organizer for stroller is to store the
most important at hand.
It has 5 pockets to place all is needed for a
walk - from baby’s care products and toys to
mother’s belongings. A convenient thermopocket helps to keep the comfortable
temperature of the baby’s meal.
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Organizer for Stroller
and Raincover VILLAGE
Leokid organizer and Leokid raincover
for stroller are perfect accessories for
family trips - they are made of strong
fabric with water repellent impregnation.
There are ventilation holes 2 cm in diameter
on the sides of Leokid raincover - the baby
feels comfortable during trips whatever the
weather.
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Organizer for Stroller
and Raincover BEARS
Leokid organizer is easily fastened to every
stroller handle and has a belt to carry the
accessory in hands or over the shoulder.
It looks stylish with Leokid raincover of the
same printing.
The raincover fits most strollers with
standard canopy, carrycots and second
stroller seats.
You can adjust the fit of the accessory by
means of two belts on the upper side.
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Footmuff for Stroller
Classic VILLAGE
Leokid footmuff is for warm and cozy strolls
in cold weather.
It gives comfort to the baby and protects
him from cold, wind, rain and snow.
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Hand Muffs for Stroller
VILLAGE
Leokid hand muffs for stroller take care of
parents hands. With the muffs the parents
don’t have to touch the cold handles of a
stroller or of sledges.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Classic LAMAS
Leokid footmuff is presented in two models
- Classic and Snug. The models differ in
zipper position and de-sign.Leokid footmuff
Classic is for babies since birth till 3-4 years
old. The zip is in the middle of the accessory
front surface and is protected from wind.
The baby grows up, and the Leokid hand
muffs keep taking care of parents’ hands the muffs are easily fixed to any stroller or
sledges handles by touch fasteners.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Classic CUTE PARK
Leokid footmuff and Leokid hand muffs are
made of hypoallergenic materials of high
quality. Outside is long-wearing waterrepellent fabric with membrane. The lining is
gentle and smooth micro-fleece.
In the foot area inside the Leokid footmuff
there is a protection cover with waterrepellent coating. It allows to seat the baby
into the accessory right in his shoes.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Classic BEARS
With Leokid hand muffs both Mom and Dad
feel warm when strolling with the baby - the
width of the hand muffs is adjustable by
touch fasteners in the cuff zone.
You can use Leokid footmuff in all types of
strollers, car seats and sledges, as it has
classic form and universal slot system for all
types of seat belts.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Classic ANDERSEN
The hand muffs will serve you faithfully for
a long time - they are easy to care, stand
multiple machine washes and maintain the
form.
Leokid footmuff looks especially stylish
together with Leokid hand muffs for parents.
Enjoy the big choice of tints and designer
printings!
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Snug TINT
Leokid footmuff Snug is for babies from
birth to 2-3 years old. The zip with wind
protection runs along the full length of
the footmuff on its sides, the front side is
zipped off.
The filling of Leokid footmuff and Leokid
hand muffs is modern eco-down, which
replicates the structure of down and keeps
warmth in frosts reaching -25-300С. It is
water-resistant, hypoallergenic, does not
pill and does not need special care.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Snug MAGNET
The hood tightening and wind protection
of slots and zippers permit to keep warmth
inside the Leokid footmuff.
Thanks to the breathable fabric of the Leokid
hand muffs parents’ hands feel comfortable
in the accessories.
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Hand Muffs and
Footmuff for Stroller
Snug SLATE
There are anti-slip elements on the back
side of the Leokid footmuff which ensure
fixed position of the accessory in the stroller
and protect it against slippage.
In order not to leave a muff without its pair
Leokid hand muffs are tied by a special
fastex closure.
Let the winter strolls be always warm!
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Backseat organizer
BIG ADVENTURE
Leokid backseat organizer helps to store
the young passenger’s things in order and
protects the front seat from the baby’s
shoeprints.
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Backseat Organizer
FUNNY PLANETS
There are four pockets on Leokid backseat
organizer - one big mesh pocket, two
pockets for bottles and one small pocket for
important little things.
There is also a ring to hang baby’s toys. Let
the travels be full of joy!
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Trip Tray BIG
ADVENTURE
Leokid trip tray is the accessory for joyful
activities of the main passenger. It is
convenient to play, learn and have snacks
on it.
The accessory is made of foamed material
without rigid inserts, that is why it is safe
for the baby even during active movements
of the car.
Trip tray fits to most baby car seats. The set
of the accessory can be easily adjusted by
the belt.
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Trip Tray FUNNY
PLANETS
Leokid trip tray is equipped with raised
edges to keep all toys of the young
passenger contained.
The accessory has two pockets on the left
side: one for the baby bottle, the other - to
store the most im-portant.
Let the travels be attractive!
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Car Sun Shade BIG
ADVENTURE
Leokid sun shade shields the baby from
bright sun and helps to feel comfortable
throughout the entire trip.
It protects the young passenger from 80 %
of UVA and UVB rays.
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Car Sun Shade FUNNY
PLANETS
Leokid sun shade is easily fixed to the car
window by means of suction pads.
It is conveniently adjusted to the necessary
length and is quickly rolled up by pressing
the button.
The canvas of the car sun shade is perforated,
which allows the baby to observe the world
around.
Let the travels be comfortable!
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Breathable 3D Liner
Double ANIMAL
FRIENDS
Leokid breathable 3D liner helps to solve
the problem of baby’s wet back in hot
weather. It is made with unique technology.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Double ICELAND
STORY
Leokid 3D liner Double - comfort for baby on
each side: 100% cotton + 3D mesh.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Newborn Cotton SLATE
For newborn babies Newborn model of 3D
liner is recommended - it has extra thick
shoulder pads and a cushion to support the
baby’s head.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Newborn Cotton GRAY
MIST
Leokid 3D liner has become a must-have
accessory for summer strolls and travels for
many mothers, especially in regions with hot
climate.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Newborn FLORA
Inside the liner is a 3D grid which creates an
air cushion between the baby’s back and a
seat, providing air circulation.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Newborn FRUITICANA
Outside is gentle superfine fiber that dries
fast.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Classic TINY GRAPHIC
Thanks to this technology Leokid breathable
baby 3D liner is capable to expulse moisture
from the baby’s back, giving more comfort
than cotton mats, sheets and napkins,
which accumulate and retain moisture.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Classic TAHITI
Leokid breathable 3D liner fits most strollers
and baby car seats, high chairs and bike
seats.
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Breathable 3D Liner
Classic CONFETTI
Universal form and rubber bands with hooks
permit to fix Leokid breathable 3D liner to
any seat.
On the back side of Leokid 3D liner Classic
anti-slip silicone coating is provided.
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Sun Cap ANIMAL
FRIENDS
Leokid sun cap is a must-have accessory for
bright summer - it protects the baby from
the sun and takes care of his comfortable
rest.
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Sun Cap PLAYFUL
COLORS
The sun cap is made of elastic breathable
fabric of high quality with UV protection
50+.
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Sun Cap TROPICAL
FRIENDS
Leokid sun cap fits all strollers with basic
canopy. It can also be used with car seats,
bouncy seats and flight baby bassinets.
The accessory is easily set and taken off,
which is very convenient in travels. A special
bag is provided for compact storage of the
cap.
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Sun Cap LAMAS CAMP
Leokid sun cap is a universal accessory - it
also protects the baby from wind, drizzling
rain, bright light and curious eyes of passerbyes.
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Sun Cap BLACK
When the baby is covered by the cap, he
can continue observing the world around
through the nets on the sides.
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Sun Cap CAPRI PURPLE
Thanks to its adjustable inclination angle
the sun cap can be put down to the stroller
bar, covering the baby’s legs and providing
him the oasis of comfort.
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TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
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Description

Details

Material

Size

SUN CURTAIN

- UVA/UVB protection 99%;
- plastic rings for easy fixing on
most strollers and infant car
seats.

100% cotton

62x52 cm

- Water-resistant coating
3000 mm;
- reflective elements;
- taped seams;
- windproof.

Shell: 100% polyester with
PU-coating.
Coating: 100% polyurethane.
Water-resistance: 2000mm.
Trimming: plastic fastexes,
plastic snaps, detachable foot
loops made of elastic band
with buttons.

- Size 85 (age
18-24 months,
height 85-95
cm);
- Size 95 (age
2-4 years old,
height 95-105
cm);
- Size 105 (age
4-6 years old.
height 105-115
cm).

- Suit all pants and overalls;
- two holes for buttons on the
accessories permit to adjust the
length;
- are easily detached and
attached.

100% silicone

Length:
24.5 cm

- big front window and side
windows;
- rear pockets, protected from
water by a special lap;
- zippers with water-repellent
impregnation;
- diameter of ventilation holes is
2 cm;
- two reflective elements;
- two belts to adjust the raincover
position;
- convenient bag for storage and
transportation of the accessory;
- protective shield.

200D Oxford fabric with
water-resistant PU-coating

36х40х3 cm

Leokid Sun Curtain is to
protect the baby from
the wind, bright light
and sun. The shape and
the fabric of the curtain
allow free air circulation
inside the stroller, creating
comfortable shadow
for the baby behind the
curtain.

RAIN PANTS
Leokid Rain Pants are
for active walks in nasty
weather.

SILICONE FOOTSTRAPS
Leokid foottraps help to
keep the trousers on the
baby’s shoes.

RAINCOVER FOR
STROLLER
Leokid raincover protects
baby from wind, rain and
snow. Fits most strollers
with a standard canopy.

Prints
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ORGANIZER FOR
STROLLER

- 5 pockets, including 1 thermopocket;
- reflective element on the front
side;
- four variants of fixation of the
accessory to a stroller;
- a belt to carry the accessory in
hands or over the shoulder.

Shell: 100% polyester 600D
Oxford fabric with waterresistant PU-coating.
Lining: 100% polyester.
Thermo-pocket fabric: foiled
fabric with aluminum coat.

33х20х8 cm

- the zip is in the middle of the
front surface, it is protected
from wind;
- protection cover in the foot
zone;
- anti-slip elements on the back
side of the footmuff;
- reflective element on the front
side of the footmuff;
- hood tightening is adjusted by a
plastic lock, the tightening lace
is hidden in a special pocket;
- the slot system is universal, can
be used with most types of seat
belts; the slots are protected
from wind on the outer side by
laps.

Shell: long-wearing fabric with
membrane 3000 mm (100%
polyester).
Water-repellent impregnation.

105х50 cm
with bottom;
back length
97 cm.

- zip with wind protection runs
along the full length of the
footmuff on its sides;
- the front is zipped off;
- protection cover in the foot
zone;
- anti-slip elements on the back
side of the footmuff;
- reflective element on the front
side of the footmuff;
- hood tightening is adjusted by a
plastic lock, the tightening lace
is hidden in a special pocket;
- the slot system is universal, can
be used with most kinds of seat
belts;
- the slots are protected from
wind on the outer side by laps.

Shell: long-wearing fabric with
membrane 3000 mm (100%
polyester).
Water-repellent impregnation.

Leokid organizer is to store
the most important at
hand.

FOOTMUFF CLASSIC
For babies from 0 to 3-4
years old, can be used in a
stroller, car seat and bassinet.
Protects from wind, rain
and snow.

FOOTMUFF SNUG
For babies from 0 to 2-3
years old, can be used in
a stroller, car seat and
bassinet.
Protects from wind, rain
and snow.

Lining: micro-fleece (100%
polyester).
Padding: eco-down 450g
(synthetic feather).

Lining: micro-fleece (100%
polyester).
Padding: eco-down 450g
(synthetic feather).

105х55 cm

Prints
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HAND MUFFS FOR
STROLLER

- fit most strollers and sledges;
- are fixed to the stroller handle
by means of touch fasteners;
- the width of the hand muff is
adjustable by means of touch
fastener in the cuff zone ;
- the accessories fit Mom’s and
Dad’s hands;
- the hand muffs can be tied to
each other by a fastex closure;
- there is a reflective element on
the front surface.

Shell: long-wearing fabric with
membrane 3000 mm (100%
polyester).
Water-repellent impregnation.

33х15 cm

- is made of foamed material
without rigid inserts;
- 2 pockets on the left side;
- raised edges to keep things
contained.

100% polyester

38,5х32х5 cm

- 1 upper, 1 lower and 1 additional
fixing belts;
- 4 pockets: one big mesh pocket,
two pockets for bottles and one
small pocket for important little
things;
- a ring to hang baby’s toys.

100% polyester

56,5х38,5 cm

Protect parents hands from
cold, wind, rain and snow
while walking with a stroller
or sledges.

TRIP TRAY FOR A CAR
SEAT
For playing games and
having snacks in a car.

BACKSEAT ORGANIZER
Protects the front seat
from the baby’s shoeprints
and helps to store the
young passenger’s things
in order and at hand.

Lining: micro-fleece (100%
polyester).
Padding: superfine fiber of
premium class 300g/m2 (100%
polyester).

Prints
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CAR SUN SHADE

- protects baby from 80% UVA
and UVB rays;
- is fixed to the car window by
means of suction pads;
- is conveniently adjusted to the
necessary length;
- quickly rolled up by pressing the
button;
- the canvas of the sun shade is
perforated;
- compact to storage and to
transport.

Polyester 100%.

50х50х4 cm

- protects baby from 80% UVA
and UVB rays;
- is fixed to the car window by
means of suction pads;
- is conveniently adjusted to the
necessary length;
- quickly rolled up by pressing the
button;
- the canvas of the sun shade is
perforated;
- compact to storage and to
transport.

Polyester 100%.

- inside is 3D mesh, which creates
an air cushion between baby’s
back and the seat, providing air
circulation;
- outside 100% cotton + 3D mesh.

Side 1: 100% cotton

71х47 cm

Inside: 3D mesh - 100%
polyester

Back
thickness:
1,5 cm

Protects young passenger
from sun.

CAR SUN SHADES SET
Protects young passenger
from sun.

BREATHABLE 3D LINER
DOUBLE
Helps to solve the problem
of baby’s wet back in
hot weather. Dries fast
and helps to expulse the
moisture.
Fits most strollers and
baby car seats, high chairs
and bike seats.

BREATHABLE 3D LINER
NEWBORN
Helps to solve the problem
of baby’s wet back in
hot weather. Dries fast
and helps to expulse the
moisture. Convenient for
newborns.

Shade canvas (with print): PVC
(polyvinylchloride).
Bar: ABS plastic (acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene).
Suction pads: PVC
(polyvinylchloride).

50х50х4 cm

Shade canvas (with print): PVC
(polyvinylchloride).
Bar: ABS plastic (acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene).
Suction pads: PVC
(polyvinylchloride).

Side 2: 100% polyester

- extra thick shoulder pads and a
cushion to support baby’s head;
- inside is 3D mesh, which creates
an air cushion between baby’s
back and the seat, providing air
circulation;
- outside is gentle superfine fiber,
which dries fast (Newborn) /
cotton liner coating ensures
gentle care of kid’s soft skin
(Newborn Cotton).

Newborn
Shell: 100% polyester.
3D mesh: 100% polyester.

Newborn
75,5х32 cm

Newborn Cotton
Newborn
Side 1: 100% cotton
Cotton
Inside: 3D mesh - 100% polyester 74х32,5 cm
Side 2: 100% polyester
Back
thickness: 1,5
cm.

Prints
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BREATHABLE 3D LINER
CLASSIC

- inside is 3D grid, which creates
an air cushion between baby’s
back and the seat, providing air
circulation;
- outside is gentle superfine fiber,
which dries fast;
- two rubber bands with hooks are
used to fix the head rest of the
lining to the back of the seat.

Shell: 100% polyester

76х43 cm

3D mesh: 100% polyester

Back
thickness: 1,5
cm

- UV-protection 50+ (UPF);
- the inclination angle is adjusted,
so the sun cap can cover the
baby’s legs;
- nets on the sides provide
lookout for the baby;
- is fixed to a stroller by rubber
bands and plastic fastex;
- the accessory can be stored
folded in a bag which is
provided.

80% polyamide
20% elastane

Width: 65 cm.

Helps to solve the problem
of baby’s wet back in
hot weather. Dries fast
and helps to expulse
the moisture. Fits most
strollers and baby car
seats, high chairs and bike
seats.

SUN CAP
Fits most strollers with
standard canopies, car
seats and bassinets.

DOUBLE STROLLER HOOK
Helps mother to carry
a bag.
Material
ABS resin, polyester
Size
5,5х4,5 cm

- fits to all strollers, bicycles and
car seat rests;
- every hook rotates through full
360 degrees;
- every hook carries load up to 5
kg.

Height: 47 cm.

Prints

